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LOOK UP...
Have you noticed that the world around is changing?  More focus on 
energy efficiency allows us to extend our capabilities as human-kind.

Luxon Energy provides ways for you as a business to incorporate highly 
efficient, highly intelligent, and highly capable lighting for your needs.  Our 
high-end lighting solutions may be more affordable than you think. Whether 
you’re lighting a parking lot, or trying to grow organic material, our lighting 
provides unbelievable capabilities.
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Don’t see what you’re looking for?  

Chances are, we have it!  Contact your local 
distributor for a complete pricelist!



 WHERE CAN I USE?
 
 Homes, Offices, Parking lots, Street Lighting, Cabins, Growth Plants, and 

many other places!

 LUXON Energy lighting is good technology to incorporate into almost 
any environment, or circumstance. LUXON Energy lighting can be used in 

almost any environment.  We have bulbs to retrofit almost any lighting situ-
ation.  Want to incorporate the lighting into store-front with classic fluores-
cent lighting?  SIMPLE.  Just replace the ballast installed with a LUXON En-

ergy lighting power supply, and then change out the bulbs.  

Already have the power-supply?  Our tube bulbs are available for purchase 
a-la-carte. 
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Don’t see what you’re looking for?  

Chances are that we have it!  Contact 
your local distributor for a complete 
pricelist!
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Try adding intelligent, cloud based automation to your LED Growth facility.
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Specialty / Retrofit

Simple.  LUXON Energy has lighting panels that can be fit into existing 
housings.  These low current options are superior to the lighting you may be using 
now.

These options provide great energy savings, and experts are available to conduct 
energy audits for the lighting you currently have.

Visit www.luxonvideo.com for more information.
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Specialty / Retrofit

Simple.  LUXON Energy has lighting panels that can be fit into existing 
housings.  These low current options are superior to the standard lighting you may 
be using now.

Our products provide great energy savings. Also, our experts are available to 
conduct energy usage audits for the lighting you currently have.

Visit www.luxonenergy.com for more information.
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Because of the amount of options available, we 
are unable to show the complete product offering.  

Please call your local distributor to find out all 
available models!





Intelligence

Make them SMART...

Add LUXON Energy powered by Unifi to give you cloud based control to your 
lighting.

Schedules, scenes, and remote management from most web-based mobile 
platforms, or any modern browser.  All managed from the cloud.

Intelligence

Make them SMART...



Intelligence

AUTOMATION - LIGHTING MANAGEMENT - 
Powered by Unifi

With cloud based automation, your lighting can 
be scheduled, and controlled - down to every last 
light.  In an organic growth environment?  How would 
you like to know what lighting is doing while you’re 
away from the site?

Register as a dealer at www.luxonenergy.com/dealer

Intelligence

Make it SIMPLE...
 
LUXON lighting automation allows you to not only 
to control the light or tone of lighting, it allows you 
to do things like putting a rooms on a schedule, or 
it even allows you to put individual light fixtures on 
a schedule.
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Register to become an authorized dealer at :
www.luxonenergy.com/dealer

You must be registered in order to own a dealer account on 
the automation platform.

Also available at your local distributor :  ballasts, power drivers, and other applicable 
accessories.  Call your local distributor for more information.


